
Wedding blessing and beach ceremony

Cordelia 
and 
Caleb



the celebration

Cordelia and Caleb celebrated their wedding vows

near the tranquil waters of Arabian Gulf, at Dubai

Offshore Sailing Club.  Having lived in Dubai for over

20 years, they had many friends who joined in the

celebration of a new chapter in the lives. 

The photography of this  beautiful ceremony was

captured by YH Studios Dubai 



Before even stepping into our bridal boutique,

our beautiful bride-to-be envisioned a dream

wedding dress - one that would reflect her

personality, confidence, and style, and do so

spectacularly.

   her style



At the first consultation, measurements

were taken to determine body shape type. 

We made our recommendations of dress

patterns that would compliment and flatter

her figure. We then discussed design

and other features of the wedding dress.

making of the
 wedding  dress

The final design was sketched by Lourdes, our

Bridal-wear Consultant. .



                                the dream dress

This gorgeous dress with a fit and flare

silhouette features v-neckline sheer bodice. A

garden of floral applique is applied delicately

and carefully to tell a beautiful story. The

scooped neckline at the back has sheer detailing

extending below the natural waistline. Feather

appliqué have been applied to the skirt that

flares beautifully to the floor followed by a

lovely applique adorned chapel train.



The wedding dress was styled with a custom-

made fascinator. Beautiful details were added to

the wedding sandals for the beach wedding.

Cordelia's name and date of wedding was

embroidered to the lining of the dress. 

It’s all in the delicate, finer intricate

details so beautifully hand stitched, adorning this

wedding dress, truly a work of art, the kind of

stuff dreams are made of!

Bridal accessories



Wedding decor

We love this gorgeous sea-
inspired decor. 

Alia Kilani from Alia Kilani
Events styled this wedding 
with beautiful florals and
beach themed decorations to
make it a great coastal
celebration.



A cord of three strands
 is not easily broken

We wish this beautiful couple 
a happy and blissful 

married life!


